




REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 This chapter presents appropriate review of theoretical framework of this 
study. It covers taboo words, types of taboo, function of taboo, and Why Him 
movie. The following explanation in every topic will be conveyed in detail as 
follow. 
 
2.1 Taboo Words 
 Taboo words always occur in most of all language. Taboo words could 
lead to judgement or public shame. The english word taboo obtain from the 
Tongan tabu which arrived at notice towards the end of eighteenth century. Taboo 
words can be defined as terms that are prohibited to be speech since they are used 
to mention and hurt people. According to Wardhaugh (2000), taboo is the 
avoidance in the social climate of conduct believe to be harmful people in that 
would cause uneasiness, humiliation, or disgrace.  
 Further more, Allan and Burridge (2006) affirm that taboo originates from 
the social impediments on one’s conduct which can achieve about uneasiness and 
contusion. Another statement from Diez (2013) categorized taboo words as the 
words that have terrible meaning since people say cruel and inappropriate things 
so they should be avoided. Hughes (2006) maintains that taboo refers to 
preclusions against socially inadmissible words, articulations and subjects 
particularly of sexual and racial nature.  
 Based on the definitions above, taboo word is a terrible word to use in 




words usually used by non-standard language. Non-standard language is discourse 
assortment utilized by a social grup, community that is diverse in its 
pronunciation grammar, and vocabulary from the norm of language. 
 
2.2 Types of Taboo 
 Jay (1992) characterizes taboo expressions into eight types. It presents 
cursing, profanity, blasphemy, vulgarity, epithets, insults and slurs, scatology and 
obscenity. The definitions of each types are as follows. 
1. Cursing 
Cursing is words or phrases against somebody in order to send injury or to 
harm or to say rude things. The example of cursing are damn you, god 
damn, go to the hell.  
2. Profanity 
Profanity is words or phrases based on religious relationship or treat 
something sacred. Profane words are not an assault on religion. It adds up to 
lack of concern strict things through obliviousness. Profanity are behavior 
that shows a lack of respect for God or holy things. The example of 
profanity are For God sake!, get outta here!, Jesus! I’m hungry!. 
3. Blasphemy 
Blasphemy is the act of showing attack on religion figures or the act of 
claiming the attributes of deity. Blasphemy is more worrying than profanity. 
Blasphemy is behavior that aim to insults or disrespects something related to 
god or church or other sacred things. The example are Screw the Pope!, Shit 





Vulgarity is the fact of being rude. Vulgar words reflect the crudeness of 
street language. The example such as bloody, piss, snatch, and slut. 
5. Epithets 
Characterizing word or phrase occuring in place the name of a person or thing. 
Epithets are simple one or two words that is used to describe somebody or 
something’s character especially to give praise or criticsm. The meaning of 
epithets relies upon the way and setting where individuals are spoken. Some of 
the example are shit, damn, hell, fuck, piss off, and son of a bitch. 
6. Insult and Slurs 
Insult and slurs are words that can harm the target of the speaker and the 
groups of the people to say the words are powerful. It divine negative 
references to attack to the victim to the referent name. It also represent 
stereotip and a prejudice of the speaker. Some of insult and slurs utilize 
creature symbolism such as pig, dog, bitch, bullshit and pollack. 
7. Scatology 
Scatology alludes to words identified with defecation. It make references to 
substantial capacities and real items. Scatological language is exceptionally 
normal during childhood when children are profoundly engaged with latrine 
preparing. The example are poop, shit, piss pot, piss off and fart. 
8. Obscenity 
Obscenity refers to words or images that offend sexual morality of the time. 
It most often used in a legal context that is utterly without good social value. 




2.3 Function of Taboo 
 Taboo words have function in its used. In this research, Patrick’s theory 
(2013) is use to analyze the function of taboo words. Patrick’s theory states that 
there are two function of using taboo words.  
1. Intra-individual Functions 
This function is an approach to communicate exceptional emotion such 
as dissatisfaction and animosity that may deliver a catharsis effect. The catharsis 
effect clarifies why using taboo words as an alternative for physical aggression. 
Intra-individual can be devided into positive and negative result. 
Table 2.1  
Intra-individual function 
Function of using 
Taboo words 
Positive Negative 






2. Inter-individual Functions 
Inter-individual functions of using taboo words has been stated 
which are ordinarily alludes to the relational setting. It  depends on the 
interpersonal context in message. In certain contexts, swearing for the most 
part get negative response.  
Table 2.2 
 Inter-individual 
Function of using 
taboo words 
Positive Negative 









-Decrease Social Support 





2.4 Why Him Movie 
On November 18, 2014, it was reported that John Hamburg and Ian Helfer 
were co-composing a comedy film, Why Him?, for 20
th
 Century Fox. Shawn 
Levy’s 21 Laps Entertainment and Ben Stiller’s Red Hour Productions were set to 
create the movie, about a Midwestern father who makes a trip with his family to 
visit his daughter at college, and find himself abominate her new billionaire 
boyfriend.  
 Why Him movie tells about during special time of the year, cherishing 
however overprotective Ned (Bryan Cranston) goes to California to visit his 
daughter Stephanie (Zoey Deutch) at Stanford University. While there, he meets 
his biggest nightmare: her well-meaning but social awkward boyfriend, Laird 
(James Franco). Despite the fact that Laird is a multimillionaire, Ned dislikes his 
freewheeling attitude and unfiltered language. His frenzy level raises much further 
when he discovers that Laird intends to request Stephanie’s hand in marriage. 
 Although wrapped in situation comedy and vulgar language, Why Him has 
a lot of moral value. This movie tries to be who you are, and honest to tell the 
truth. Because honesty is reflects with our identity. So this movie does not teach 
about imaging or falseness to the audience. All the messages are in the character 
of Laird. Whereas messages like affection and attention in the family are shown 
by Ned Fleming.  
 
